Abstract. Considering the fact that the video surveillance coverage remains far from adequate across the rural, this article initially proposed a new investigation system on mobile terminals. Firstly, the portraits or valid documents were easily got by using mobile terminals which were then automatically collected and pre-processed in the Data Center. More specifically, the exact image is located and the ROI (Region of Interest) is extract according to the contour corner. The manifold learning model was set in order to improve the accuracy and effectiveness of facial feature point labeling. Simultaneously, the investigation system was put forward, where a specific mapper class, the session, is responsible for persisting and retrieving data to and from the database. The experimental results indicate that this method achieves a higher accuracy rate and bigger robustness than the ordinary methods.
Introduction
Consider the growing ubiquity of broadband access and the continuous improvement of people's living standards. Then combine those trends with the upsurge digital revolution that is allowing mobile devices, typically the smart-phones, to easily record pictures as well as shows. Mobile terminal, as important auxiliary equipment, is starting to make its presence felt in areas like ensuring the urban security, hunting for wanted criminals and locating suspicious persons. The digital image or video image of a suspicious person could be captured by mobile devices, which could then be automatically matched with the wanted photo images in the database of the Ministry of Public Security and a further validating of the result could be carried with the prior knowledge to verify the accuracy.
As a quintessence of biological identification technologies, face recognition identification has got the widest attention thanks to its, uniqueness, non-contact and reliability [1] . In essence, the face recognition technology can be mainly divided into feature extraction and recognition model. The feature extraction algorithm was adopted for extracting the features which can embody their essence, from the detected face region. The common methods of face extraction include spatial fuzzy reasoning based on main feature [2] , manifold, Eigenface method [3] and methods based on artificial neural networks [4] [5] . Based on the domestic and overseas research production, we can easily see that manifold learning methods can not only greatly reduce the dimension of the image features but also improve the accuracy of recognition and classification to a large scale [6] [7] . As a conclusion, manifold learning methods contribute extensively to the face recognition study.
Although there has long-used video surveillance and tracking software for face recognition, related researches in the area of face recognition on mobile terminals are far less, let alone the mature products which could be applied to practice. Therefore, this study will have considerable research value and obvious the social significance.
System Pipeline
System pipeline is shown as figure 1. Mobile terminals are used to shoot ID card or take a mugshot when someone with no ID cards issued, and then upload the image to server in the processing center, where the image will be pre-processed and identified using Manifold learning technology. Finally, the contrast result will be sent back to mobile terminal, from which the law 
System Implementation
Location of Face Region. The images taken by the mobile terminal need to go through some necessary pretreatment to access to accurate information. However, the image generation process has a great relation to the observation position, illumination direction, intensity, and even anthropogenic reasons. Thereby, the appropriate and targeted segmentation of the image directly affects the effectiveness of the subsequent face recognition.
Basic view of Manifold Learning Method. Manifold learning problem can be described as follows: suppose 1 2 { , , , } N Y y y y = L is data sets generated by a random process and is presented in the m -dimensional Euclidean space. Such data could be mapped by the a smooth embedding mapping :
n f x R → into the observation space and could be set as ( )
The exactly purpose of manifold learning is to embed the set
for the reconstruction of low-dimensional mapping and low dimensional manifolds. That is to look for the intrinsic link between the sample points of the set X. Representative manifold learning algorithms are locally linear embedding (LLE) [8] , Laplace embedding (LE) [9] and Isomap.
Face Recognition Using Manifold Learning Method. The main purpose of facial feature extraction lies on two aspects: one is establishing a discriminative model for the samples; the other is dimensionality reduction, which has greatly reduced the feature dimension and improved the correct identification rate. Most experts and scholars have come into consensus that the fact that the manifold learning methods can automatically obtain the characteristics of low dimensional manifold in the high-dimensional data space. In a word, the rationality, feasibility, and scientific of this new research way are ensured by adopting manifold learning methods. 
where j i y is the th j element of j y . i a is the th i element of a . Sparse Subspace Learning Algorithm. For the reason that there are zero components in regression coefficient vector of LASSO, it can be got sparse subspace by selecting independent variable. However, the number of variable selected by LASSO is limited by the number of samples, that is to say, cannot be greater than the number of samples, which leads to LASSO algorithm cannot meet requirements. To overcome this flaw and get a sparse solution, adding 1 L norm and 2 L norm can resolve this problem, which is described as formula (2). 
The above formula can convert LASSO regression problem of augmenter, solved by LARS algorithm, then the sparse subspace can be gotten.
Retrieval According to Face. Face image retrieval needs to find suitable face features representations, from which we can compute the similarity between two face images. The features extracting from manifold learning provide sufficient representations to distinguish different faces.
System Composition. The personnel investigation system architecture includes subsystem, recognition subsystem, retrieval subsystem and WEB application subsystem.
Main Innovations
This article initially proposed a new investigation system on mobile terminals which means direct and instant provision of results. This has streamlined the work flow and development time by reducing manual inputting, thereby enabling much faster information delivery.
The application of technology to mine Main Points of Knowledge ( MPKs) which can fast discover the non-complete, non-accurate and descriptive class knowledge. Graph is one of complex data structures, which makes it more difficult to extract interesting structures and frequent patterns of sub-graphs than general data and requires the overall use of relevant knowledge about graph and technology of data mining.
Conclusion
This paper introduces an intelligent particular person investigation system. In the first place, we use mobile terminal shoot ID card or take a mugshot, and then upload the image to server, where the image will be pre-processed and identified using Manifold learning technology. In the last, the contrast result will be sent back to mobile terminal. The method of this paper overcomes the drawbacks of fixed camera for it's not flexible, overcomes the drawback of a fixed camera is not flexible, is an effective and convenient method of particular person investigation.
